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Pandemic contagion vs plague inc

How many of our picks are on your team? Chelsea will remain without Hakim Ziyech for today's Premier League London derby against Arsenal. The Morocco international has focused on a clash with Mikel Arteta's struggling side after limping out of the win against Leeds with a strained hamstring at the start of the month. Callum Hudson-Odoi, who also suffered a similar injury,
already returned to the team for Monday's match against West Ham.Next's SUPER GT plan will suit Honda much better than this year's coronavirus-influenced calendar, believes Bertrand Baguette.Sri Lanka made a brisk start before losing three wickets on the first day of the first Test match against South Africa at SuperSport Park in Centurion on Saturday.Australian Associated
PressThe Sydney Thunder's next generation talent Big Bash helped the club's second biggest win of the Big Bash in history over The Melbourne Renegades Associated Press The number of coronavirus cases in Russia has exceeded the threshold of three million after officials recorded more than 29,200 new cases and 560 deaths. My late mother always insisted on buying
sausage rolls over Christmas in case someone fell. This year there aren't many drops in London, where the rules of the new coronavirus severely restrict mixing, in addition to what you do with food in the kitchen. So if you're stuck at home and this fantasy of getting a little creative, here's a very simple recipe for making your own sausage rolls. It worked for me at first to go, which
means almost everyone should be able to do it. It is supplied by butcher and restaurateur Richard H. Turner, who last week shared his recipe for Scotch eggs. Today's recipe is also based on one that appears in his book Pig, proper pork recipes from snout squeak, published by Mitchell Beazley. The book also contains recipes for pastries and sausage meats that I bought. I liked
the simplicity of the recipe, but I'm not sure if I particularly like plums. Part of the fun of trying it might be to choose your own favorite fruit. (OK, strawberries and bananas may not work, but cranberries, apricots or apple can). Ingredients: 850 grams (30 oz) sausage meat100g fresh breadcrumbs1 tsp fresh dazzles, finely chopped800g puff pastry1 egg, beaten50g chopped plums
(optional)Preparation:Preheat the oven to 180 degrees Celsius (356 Fahrenheit), gas mark 4.Place the sausage meat in a bowl and add the breadcrumbs, 100 milliliters (3.4 liquid ounces) of water and sage, stir with your hands until evenly mixed. (Chopped prunes should be added at this stage if you use them.) Set aside. Roll the puff pastry down to approximately 40 centimeters
(16 inches) x 25 cm. Work the sausage meat into an even, long roll and place over the entire length of the pastry. Dust the uncovered pastry then roll over and crimp to connect together with the fork. Cut into 4 sausage rolls, dust more eggs outside, place on a baking sheet and cook for 45 minutes. Serve warm. Richard Vines is chief food critic at Bloomberg. Follow him on Twitter
@richardvines and Instagram @richard.vines.For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Britain on Saturday published the text of its close trade deal with the European Union just five days before it leaves one of the largest trading blocs in the world in its most
significant global shift since losing the empire. The text contains a 1246-page trade document as well as agreements on nuclear energy, the exchange of classified information, civil nuclear energy and a series of joint declarations. A draft agreement on trade and cooperation between the EU and the UK means that from 2300 GMT on 31 March the six-game Boxing Day slate in the
Premier League begins with what promises to be a festive cracker at the King Power Stadium. Manchester United visit the East Midlands on a high after again reaching the semi-finals of the Carabao Cup in midweek, while Ole Gunnar Solskjaer's side also crushed Leeds 6-2 in the first top-flight encounter between two fierce rivals in 16 years. The Red Devils - now only third in the
table and just five points behind leaders Liverpool with a game in hand - are off-day specialists and have won a staggering 14 matches in a row on the road in all competitions, although they are likely to face a tough test against Leicester this afternoon. Australian agency Associated Press The timing of the Brexit trade deal on Christmas Day prompted many politicians and officials
in the UK and Brussels to tear up their plans for the holidays. The two-time Open champion posted a picture from his hospital bed on Christmas DaySouth as African players raised their fists Saturday in an anti-racism gesture at the start of their two-Test series against Sri Lanka at SuperSport Park in Centurion, in support of the Black Lives Matter movement. The lack of a mileage
test available at this year's Le Mans 24 Hours made for a particularly tough baptism for richard mille racing's trio of newcomers, but the experienced hand overseeing the team has been left stunnedstay up to date with all the latest news, offers, rumours and gossip as the January window approaches Max Verstappen and his management team insist they have no qualms about a
commitment to Red Bull in Formula 1, despite the interest Mercedes showed in it in 2014.Lucas Auer believes BMW canceled the Audi deficit in 2021 if DTM kept class one regulations for another yearAustralian Associated Press Three UN peacekeepers from Burundi were killed and two others wounded in attacks in the Central African Republic ahead of the country's elections.
Eddie Jones, England's head coach, has repeatedly spoken this year about the benefits of hybrid players, a new generation capable of overcoming the tags up front or back. Wases certainly seems to be one of those in the Alfie Barbeary. Partly because neither Wasp seem quite sure what is the best position to play their explosive young ball-carrier. He says he wants to play
centre and I'm not sure if it's a joke or not, head coach Lee Blackett said after Barbeary's last outrageous performance last weekend against Montpellier when he scored twice and provided excellent support. The 20-year-old is still listed as a hooker on the Wasps squad side but has not played a game there since August. He's been in the back row in his last nine games. When he
was (almost inevitably) called up by England during the Autumn Cup of Nations, Jones offered his take on the barbeary's real position. For us, she's a hooker. He's got a long way to go before he's going to play Test rugby, but he's definitely a potential player, Jones said. He's got to work hard. He's a young guy who comes in, so he shines shoes, collects forks and spoons, does all
the apprentice work. But is she really a hooker? This season, Barbeary has made four starts in five games and comfortably leads all Premiership back rows in a number of statistical categories: average gain per carry, plus defenders beaten and carrying the gain line in as many as 80 minutes. As for the meters in 80 minutes, it is light years ahead of the pack, making 93.5 per
game. Leicester's Jasper Wiese is second at 58.9m. Oh, and Barbeary also scored three tries. Manchester United boss Ole Gunnar Solskjaer is likely to reverse the radical changes he has made to his side in the quarter-finals of the Carabao Cup for tonight's trip to Leicester. The Norwegian has made nine changes to a side that had thumped Leeds in the Premier League last
weekend and still saw his side overcome Everton at Goodison Park, though, after the likes of Marcus Rashford and Anthony Martial were called into action from the bench. That said, Solskjaer will likely make a number of changes once more, with the likes of David de Gea and Victor Lindelof among those expected to return. Photo: Alexei Kartsev (Shutterstock)Yes, it's 2020 and
bad things are happening. But diagnoses of several cases of plague in Mongolia and Inner Mongolia do not convince the reruns of Black Death. Like the so-called murder of hornees, this panic is another dud. As we mentioned earlier, several cases of plague make news every year. is a disease caused by Yersinia pestis and the disease it causes is known as bubonic plague if it
infects your lymph nodes and pneumonic plague if it infects your lungs. Although the plague pandemic of the 1300s is one of the most famous, the disease has never really disappeared. It infects rodents more often than humans, and there are known reservoirs of plague, as they are called, in the mares of Mongolia and prairie dogs of the southwestern United States. Between
one and 17 people are diagnosed with the plague each year in the US. According to the World Health Organization, there were 3248 cases and 584 deaths from plague worldwide between 2010 and 2015. The plague is still serious and can be deadly but treatable with antibiotics. (If you think you have plague, please seek medical attention.) The word 'plague' often conjulies
'medieval', so many people assume the plague has disappeared, Winston Black, a historian of medicine, wrote to me in an email. Journalists depend on it... ignorance to make a story after a story in which smaller, localized outbreaks of plague are presented as a potential return of the Black Death. That misleading depiction is even more common now during COVID, as plague can
be added to a litany of horrors (such as the murder of hornees in Canada) that are used to drive clicks (or 'sell papers,' if it's ever done already). There is no reason to believe plague is any more of a threat this year than it was last year or the year before that. Black says he is more concerned about COVID than plague, but notes if you're prepared to look beyond the most right-todie pandemics, other diseases like tuberculosis and malaria claim millions of lives worldwide each year. Still, there's maybe a reason why we're extra interested in the plague right now. Stories told by European and Middle Eastern authors (Christian, Jews and Muslims) about the plague have been repeated and spread for centuries, and provide us with language and range of
emotions and reactions that are considered acceptable or normal in the face of a pandemic, says Black. We are already living in one pandemic, which is a global phenomenon, (hopefully) once in a lifetime. That's enough on its own, isn't it? that?
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